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ACROSS
1. Lava-to-be
6. Vitreous, eg
9. It lies between the cornea and the crystalline lens
13. Stinging
14. Hall prefix
15. Dark place
16. What the ophthalmologist calls her new Power Mac G4?
19. Activates
20. Expulsion
21. Eagle from "The Muppet Show"
22. Forest component
23. Snudge
27. Physician org
29. _____ fade
31. Lou Gehrig's Disease (acr)
34. Elements
38. Little lakes
42. Above it all
43. "... of God"
44. Faster-than-sound plane (acr)
45. Manipulated one
46. Droop
48. "La vie"!
50. Drink with sushi
53. Bounce
56. Mrs. Robinson's daughter
58. Shape of an astigmatic cornea
60. Time it takes for 16 across to download from 39 across?
65. Contact lens giant
66. Confer
67. Buenos
68. Sparkle
69. Sea eagle
70. Duo of quartets

DOWN
1. Some flip over them
2. Pains
3. Ms Garbo
4. Corrupting atmosphere
5. ATP byproduct
6. "Chicks and ducks and ____ ... "
7. Ast
8. Earth's unique feature?
9. Frosty
10. "Normal ____ "
11. Climbing vine
12. What visual systems do
14. Epithet
17. It has eyes
18. DX aid in neuro-ophthalmology
24. Nasal instrument
25. Broadway awards
26. South American mountains
28. Offend
30. Helper (abbr)
31. Stui (abbr)
32. Purplish
33. Author of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
35. Period of time
36. Migraine inducer (abbr)
37. Recipient of X-linked trait
38. Money of Mexico
40. A long time
41. Break from pain
47. Speech-sound related
49. _____ Arve
50. More clearedheaded
51. Harvard computer pioneer Howard
52. Tangle
54. Open
55. Recipient
57. Scary fighter
59. For fear that
60. Syndrome confused with PPMD
61. Goose egg
62. Anesthesia org
63. Prophylith
64. Ophthalmology org

Answers are immediately available at www.archophthalmol.com.